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more targeted provisions of services through the
use of tools which will be implemented under the
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project. To achieve the above aims the project will
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implement the following THREE INTELLECTUAL
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reintegration of young people in the labour 2. “Methodology: General methodology - critical
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formation of new efﬁcient methodology and
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curriculum with an application of critical thinking in

develop a tool aiming to support the better general pedagogy as a basis for further
speciﬁcation in media education, ICT and foreign
understanding of qualiﬁcations and skills
of adult educators and trainers, in addition

language education;

to better documentation of learning

3. “Manual for training new educators“: this

outcomes of non-formal and informal

intellectual output focuses on the training of the

learning experiences. In addition, the

new educators. This training needs staff who can

project will offer the end beneﬁciaries,

train the new educators about teaching in all its

namely teachers, trainers, adult educators,

facets. The professional background of new

etc., a more integrated method aiding their educators and new methodological skills acquired
professional development in the ﬁelds of
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COORDINATOR

PARTNERS
The consortium consists of 7 organizations

Estonia
Kuressaare

from 6 countries, each having a speciﬁc role
according to their expertise and interest.

Gymnasium’s

The partnership includes 2 universities, 2

Educational and
Training centre Osilia

folk schools and 3 adult education training
centres.

https://www.oesel.ee/osilia/

TARGET GROUP
The main target groups of the project is
addressing are existing adult educators with the
need to upskill their competences; and new
educators with the need to be active in
empoyment, training, etc in order to provide
better assistance and motivated training courses
for the learners.
THIS PROJECT WILL PROVIDE a valuable resource
for up-skilling those already involved in adult
education as well as those that will enter this
sector during the lifetime of this project or in the
coming years. Each partner has a unique level of
access to the direct and indirect target groups and
this will make sharing and developing the project
outputs easier to test and validate. All the
arguments mentioned above establish the
innovative character of the project.

PARTNERS:

Croatia PuckootvorenoucilisteCakovec POU akovec
http://pou-cakovec.hr/

“
Germany WisamarBildungsgesellschaftgemeinnuetzigeGmbHWisamar
http://www.wisamar.de

“
Germany VolkshochschuleKrempee.V.
https://www.vhs-krempe.de/

“
Lithuania Vilnius Gabriele Petkevicaite-Bite Adult Education Center
http://www.gpbite.eu

“
Slovakia Zilinska Univerzita v Zline
https://www.uniza.sk/

“
Spain Planeta CienciasSchool/Institute/Educational centre
http://planetaciencias.es/
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Folow us in the facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/KA2projectNEWS/

Visit us in the page
http://neweducators.eu

